
Project Title: Strengthening the Role of Democratic Labor in the 
Honduran Political System 

The Project Proposal: AIFLD/Honduras proposes under the umbrella USAID 
project Strengthening Democratic Institutions a three-year program (1988-90) 
in the amount of $432.066 for the purpose of supporting the efforts of the 
Confederation of Honduran Workers (CTH) to extend and consolidate Democratic 
Labor's participation in the nation's political processes. 

Project Objective: To develop the capabilities and outreach of the 
Political-Action Committees (PACs) of the Confederation of Honduran Workers 
(CTH), and its affiliate Urban and Rural Unions, so as to broaden and enhance 
organized labor's contribution to Honduran democracy. 

Project Goals: 

1. Carry out a comprehensive program of Democratic 
Leadership Training for the members of the national network 
of CTH PACs, emphasizing democratic principles and practices. 

2. Develop a national Voter-Education effort, to be 
organized and carried out by the labor PACs whose members 
will teach, and lead campaigns in, voter education in and 
through the five (5) regional centers of the project. 

3. Upgrade the capabilities of democratic labor to carry out 
programs of Legislative/Executive Action in order to 
represent more effectively the economic and politico-social 
interests of labor in the Honduran democratic process. 

4. Enhance the Role of Organized Labor with the Party 
Organizations of Honduras through more extensive 
participation of Labor PAC members in the political parties 
of their choice. 
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Project Setting: 

Recent History. Organized labor in Honduras is stronger and more firmly based 
than anywhere else in Central America. In a wider perspective, Honduran 
unions are generally regarded as among the most effective and competently led 
in all of Latin America. 

The existence of strong labor unions in one of the hemisphere's poorest 
countries is a paradox. Honduras has a predominantly agricultural economy. 
Its per capita income is only slightly more than $600, and its economic and 
social structures are essentially undeveloped, not having gone through as yet 
a sustained process of modernization. Yet unions in both the urban and rural 
sectors are well established, principally as the result of the landmark 
strikes in the banana industry in 1954, when thousands of workers banded 
together and broke an oligarchy's feudal hold on this industry. The owners 
were forced to sign the first collective bargaining contract in Honduran 
history and the government granted legal recognition to trade unions and 
guaranteed their rights to organize and strike. 

In the three decades since, Honduran trade unionism has had to cope with 
major obstacles to its growth. Chief among these has been the underdeveloped 
political structure of the country, perpetuated by traditional elites and 
periodic interventions by the Honduran Armed forces. Thus in 1963 when the 
constitutional government of Villeda Morales was overthrown, the head of the 
newly formed peasants union was assassinated, hundreds active in the movement 
jailed, and labor unions suppressed with force. 

It was in these circumstances, operating as a clandestine brotherhood, 
that the unions' leadership formed the CTH. Through internal militance, 
family ties and personal friendships, the new labor organization established 
popular bases that the armed forces were not able to eliminate. In time, the 
military came to terms with labor; accommodations were made to avoid civil 
strife and the movement's place in the society was stabilized. However 
grudgingly, the military during their long stretches in power in the 1960s and 
70s came to accept CTH as a legitimate interlocuter among the contending 
political forces in the country. 

The intervening disruptions in Honduran politics have not changed this 
fundamental arrangement. CTH as an organization is viewed in some quarters as 
sympathetic to the Liberal Party. The makeup of its leadership over the 
years, however, and attachments among the rank and file to Honduras' other 
traditional party, the Nationalists, give the organization a strong bipartisan 
character. This has helped CTH influence political issues and events in 
recent years. Since the return of democracy in 1982, CTH has interacted with 
and had ready access to all levels of the government, including the 
President. It meets regularly with his economic cabinet to represent workers' 
views on the formulation of economic and social policies. In direct contact 
with management, CTH speaks for labor in the government's tripartite councils 
that consider minimum wages, price controls and other issues having 
economy-wide effects. CTH's campesino organization affiliate ANACH is the 
major voice representing small farmers in these tripartite councils as well. 

The Confederation's relationships with government have brought it much 
criticism. Rival labor organizations which have sprung up since 1982 have 
condemned CTH's supposed lack of militancy. Yet the Liberal government 
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elected with strong labor support in 1981, was the same one that backed down 
in a confrontation with the CTH four years later over continuing the 
democratic process. President Suazo Cordova equivocated and maneuvered on the 
question of carrying out elections for his successor, scheduled for November 
1985. Joining with the democratic political parties, CTH warned the 
government that the country would erupt in civil protest if the electoral 
process was interrupted. His hand forced, the President stood aside. The 
elections took place as prescribed by law; Suazo Cordova's rival in the 
Liberal Party, Jose Azcona, won and assumed office in January 1986. 

The NED Project. The 1985 election was to become CTH's baptism in 
electoral politics. While informally involved in governmental affairs in 
previous years, largely on the basis of personal relationships, labor unions 
never had been initiated into the mechanics of the electoral system. With 
assistance provided by the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) imaginative 
CTH leaders set up a program of voter awareness, education and mobilization 
that produced levels of citizen participation never before seen in Honduran 
politics. Bolstering the effort was the activity of as many as dozen CTH 
"promotores" who worked to strengthen confederation affiliates and organize 
new unions. 

A year before the election, in late 1984, CTH organizers from Tegucigalpa 
and San Pedro Sula went into half a dozen population centers around the 
country to help affiliated federations and independent unions set up political 
training courses. These were run by local PAC teams and focused at the outset 
on simple voter rights and registration procedures. Participants in the 
classes were drawn from CTH member unions; on completion of the course, these 
participants helped recruit the next training group. 

While this country-wide program was set up by CTH's political affairs 
department, its administration was decentralized to the local level. NED 
funds paid only for the seminars themselves and for transport and per diem. 
CTH estimates that in cash and kind its self-help contribution was about half 
the total cost of the program. 

The program caught the attention of the politicians, who saw the value of 
an eager audience seeking to be instructed on the issues. The list of 
volunteer lecturers grew to impressive proportions. A frequent speaker at the 
seminars was Rafael Callejas, presidential candidate of the Nationalist Party, 
who addressed as a topic the "Political-Economic Outlook for Honduras." 
Speaking on the same theme were Enrique Colindres, former Honduran Ambassador 
to the United Nations and France; Alcides Hernandez, university economist; and 
Jorge Illescas, a lawyer and Liberal party activist. Another presidential 
candidate, Ernesto Paz Aguilar, a political science professor at the 
University of Honduras, spoke on the origins and development of Honduran 
political parties. Other lecturers were Jaime Rosenthal Oliva, a San Pedro 
Sula businessman-banker speaking for Jose Azcona, the Liberal candidate who 
was to win the presidency; Manuel Acosta Bonilla, Honduran Minister of 
Agriculture; Augusto Suarez Lozano, former undersecretary of INA and an expert 
on rural development; and Benjamin and Edda Santos, a husband-wife team of 
social scientists from the Christian Democratic party, as well as numerous 
others. 
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Other topics discussed included concepts of social justice, rural 
development and campesino organizations, government economic development 
programs and devaluation of the nat i onal currency. 

By exposing trade union participants to the full range of current 
problems and their causes, the lecturers set forth what Honduras' traditional 
parties stand for and what their record has been. The seminars also afforded 
new parties, such as PINU, the opportunity to air their ideas in the give and 
take of discussion groups. For many participants on both sides of the 
lectern, it was the first time they had had a chance to examine ingrained 
political attitudes, handed down through generations of "straight-ticket" 
voting families, that have shaped the Honduran political system. 

The high point of the 1985 program was the appearance of seven of the 
nine candidates for the presidency at an unprecedented political roundtable in 
San Pedro Sula on September 17. The audience of 450 graduates of the CTH 
training courses, plus guests representing a respectable cross-section of 
opinion-makers from all sectors of Honduran society, questioned the speakers. 
Never before had aspirants for the nation's highest office come together in a 
town meeting format to submit to the scrutiny of the electors. CTH was 
commended by the media, parties and government for its efforts, and the 
subsequent high trade union membership turnout in the November election did 
not go un-noticed by the politicians. 

The political education seminars continued into 1986, past the 
inauguration of the Azcona administration, as CTH explained to its members the 
worker's stake in the complex of issues facing the new government. It was a 
sobering experience. Despite labor's large electoral turnout and the 
politicians' acknowledgement of union voting power, there was pervasive 
disappointment that there were no immediate gains for labor. Even though the 
democratic process had been strongly affirmed and the government still gave 
the unions a respectful hearing, the traditional parties gave them short 
shrift; notwithstanding its contributions to the democratic process, labor 
found no place in party councils. 

This is the state of affairs after CTH's two-year effort to involve its 
membership in electoral politics. Political democracy has not produced the 
social progress expected when popular government was restored in Honduras five 
years ago. There has been no real payout for the majority which voted for 
more extensive land reform, improved health and education programs, a fairer 
distribution of income and more effective government. As the lack of progress 
builds frustrations, the prospect grows that the traditional parties, both of 
which are basically conservative, will by their unresponsiveness bring 
discredit on political democracy. The parties can be made to respond only 
with continuous pressure from an informed electorate; if they still fail to 
react to voters' needs, they will likely be eclipsed by new political 
organizations. In either case greater citizen participation in the political 
system is a first requirement for strengthening Honduran democracy. 

The Honduran trade union movement was significantly strengthened by the 
two-year NED program of political education. Mass enthusiasm was generated 
and the foundation laid for future labor participation in the nation's 
political process. A large cadre of politically aware trade unionists was 
created. In the following 2 years, 26 courses were held for 787 participants, 
173 of them women. Lessons learned were transmitted to the localities from 
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which the students had come, through their families, neighbors, and 
co-workers. The call to voter participation thus was spread throughout the 
Honduran community, from the principal cities to jurisdictions at the lowest 
municipal and rural level. Another 48 younger Honduran trade unionists were 
selected for special 2-week training courses in Venezuela, a separate aspect 
of the program funded by the Endowment; these students returned to Honduras as 
a corps of trainers for second-echelon CTH PAC union leaders. 

An important psychological boost came from CTH's vigorous intervention in 
the constitutional crisis of May 1985. The Confederation's sharp warning to 
the Suazo Cordoba government is generally credited with playing a major role 
in averting a coup, steadying the country's political structure, and 
permitting the November election to take place as scheduled. Recognition of 
CTH's contribution to shoring up the electoral process is explicit in a letter 
written at the time by President Reagan's National Security Adviser, Robert C. 
McFarlane, to AFL-CIO President Lane Kirkland (attached). 

A considerable CTH achievement in 1986 was to maintain the basic 
structure of its PACs and political education program with minimal external 
support. NED resources so essential to starting up the program are not 
available to keep it alive. CTH's task now is to find the means to sustain, 
expand and upgrade the effectiveness of its PAC organization and political 
training program, particularly with the 1989 elections approaching. 

Project Description: 

The project will support a network of trade-union political-action 
committees (PACs) throughout urban and rural Honduras, strengthening their 
capacity to help Honduran workers gain participation and influence in the 
Honduran political process. A number of these committees were formed as a 
result of the AIFLD/CTH political training courses given under NED auspices in 
1985 and 1986. Each local committee consists of workers in CTH-affiliated 
unions who have a particular interest in working as volunteer political 
activists and additional committees will be formed as a result of the project, 
so that the entire country will be covered by the union PAC network. 

Project supported activities of the PACS fall into three principle 
categories: 

1. Voter-Education Campaigns - democracy presumes that by 
voting on the basis of their own interests, voters will 
assure that government serves the people. In Honduras, 
however, due to the custom of voting on the basis of family 
tradition, there is little connection between a voter's 
interests and how he casts his vote, thus breaking the 
initial link in the chain of democratic responsibility. 

Other problems are the proclivity of Hondurans to sell 
their votes for a drink or a few lempiras, or to vote on the 
basis of favors such as distribution of free T-shirts by a 
candidate, or promise to build a bridge in a community. 

Voter education is needed to teach voters how to use their 
votes effectively. Large numbers of volunteer instructors 
will be needed over a lengthy period to reach a major portion 
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of the electorate with instructions on how to vote astutely. 
The members of the labor PACs are particularly well-suited to 
serve as voter-education volunteers because they speak the 
language of the common people, understand election 
procedures, and know how to communicate effectively, all as a 
result of their union experience. Each PAC member would be 
encouraged to devote two week-day evenings, plus one weekend 
half-day, per month to voter-education work ("concientizaci6n 
de votantes") 

2. Legislative/Executive Action- this activity is intended 
to put more steam behind union demands made upon the 
legislative and executive branches of the Honduran 
government, at both the national and local levels. When the 
CTH unions press for legislation such as reform of the labor 
code, expansion of land reform, etc., the local PACs should 
have the know-how to organize letter- writing campaigns, 
contacts with their legislators, street-corner rallies, 
coverage of their positions in the local press, etc. There 
is nothing like a little heat from the voters back home to 
make an office-holder warm to a given proposal. 

3. Gaining Influence Within Party Organizations - Labor PAC 
members are encouraged to win election to the municipal 
committee in their community of the party of their choice. 
(There is no consensus in favor of a particular party among 
members of CTH-affiliated unions, so each PAC member would 
decide individually within which party to work.) 

Once on the inside of the party, a PAC member would work to 
get labor's positions into the party's platform, and 
pro-labor nominees on the party's lists of candidates. (In 
some cases, those candidates for such local offices as mayor 
or town councilor might well be the labor PAC members 
themselves.) 

If the PAC members are well-trained, with a well- grounded 
"formaci6n politica" and a knowledge of political tactics, 
they will be very attractive to the various parties as 
activists. Especially at campaign time, any political party 
needs competent "award heelers" who know how to canvass a 
precinct, write a leaflet, harangue a crowd, provide 
"feed-back" on the impact of campaign themes, etc. The labor 
PAC members can try to parlay their value to the party into 
positions on the party's municipal committees. 

These activities will be facilitated by a program of democratic 
leadership training which has two principle components: 

1. Training Courses - to prepare new recruits for the 
already existing network of labor PACs which emerged with the 1984-86 
AIFLD/NED program. These courses will give the new PAC members the "formaci6n 
politica" they need to be effective political actors. The courses will cover 
five main topics: 
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Political Theory - a basic knowledge of democratic theory, the relevance 
of democracy to the needs of a developing country, ways to overcome such 
obstacles to democracy in Honduras as poverty and lack of democratic 
traditions, and the conditions necessary if popular suffrage is to 
produce social justice. 

Voter-education Techniques - what to tell the voters about avoiding 
errors such as vote-selling and voting on the basis of family tradition, 
and how to get these points across to voters, including illiterate ones. 

Information on the Honduran political system - the structure of the 
government, the electoral system, the parties and their programs and 
internal structure, the electoral base of each party, civil-military 
relations, etc. 

Basic political tactics - running a meeting, parliamentary procedures, 
public speaking, organizing a street-corner rally or a local parade, 
writing leaflets, canvassing a neighborhood, placing stories in the 
media; running a "focus group" to research voter attitudes, defending 
democratic groups from infiltration and manipulation by pro-dictatorial 
extremists, defense against goon squads, dealing with a smear campaign, 
detecting informers, preventing the opposition from packing a caucus, 
handling hecklers, etc .. 

Relations between Economic and Political Development - the essential 
complementaries and conflicts between these two forms of development: for 
example, democratic political change as a derivative of economic 
development which generates new economic and social interests that 
require political representation and promote multiple centers of power 
(political pluralism). 

These training courses will be offered in two formats: 

- Full-time one-week courses - for workers (primarily urban) 
who can obtain permisos from their employers to attend 
education courses. Each such course would cover two or three 
of the five topics listed above. A worker would need to 
attend two courses to complete the full curriculum. 

These full-time course would be taught primarily by Honduran 
instructors (from the AIFLD staff, the CTH, and Honduran 
universities), augmented occasionally by instructors visiting 
Honduras from AIFLD/Washington. Course materials would be 
drawn from AIFLD's education manuals used at the George Meany 
Center for Labor Studies, from Libro Libre books on 
democracy, and Honduran political-party training manuals. 

- Evening or weekend courses - each of the five topics would 
be broken down into 6-class units. A unit could be taught in 
a full-time weekend course, or in a two-week evening course 
meeting thrice weekly. Activists ("promotores") of 
CTH-affiliated unions in each region of Honduras could be 
trained to teach these evening and weekend courses, each 
instructor specializing in one of the five topics. 
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One full-time one-week course will be offered monthly in one of five 
regional centers: Tegucigalpa, San Pedro Sula, La Ceiba, Santa Rosa de Copan, 
or Danli. Each course will have approximately twenty participants, so the 
full-time courses will have about 240 participants per year. (Some will be 
the same individuals taking two courses, to cover the full curriculum.) 

In each of the five regional centers, one weekend or six-night evening 
course will be offered each month. There will be about twenty participants in 
each course. Thus the evening and weekend courses will have about 1,200 
participants annually (some of them taking up to five courses, to cover the 
full curriculum). 

2. Preparation of materials for PAC Study Circles-once trained in the 
full-time or evening/weekend courses, participants will join their local 
labor PAC and become active in its work. However, their "formaci6n 
politica" will continue. Each PAC should meet monthly as a "study 
circle'', for a "tertulia" on a political topic. This topic will be 
prepared by the central office of the CTH/AIFLD union program, in the 
form of a "Tema Politico del Mes". A packet with an introduction to the 
topic, some background readings, and some discussion questions will be 
prepared by the central office and send out to each local labor PAC, 
which will discuss the issue at its monthly "study circle" meeting. 

For example, a topic for one month could be the Honduran national 
political party law's sections pertaining to elections of local party 
municipal committees. The discussion questions would bring out the 
implications of the law for the permeability of local party organizations, the 
best methods for labor PAC members to use to gain local party positions, etc. 

In another month, the "Tema Politico del Mes" could be a comparison of 
the various party platforms on one issue such as unemployment, economic 
development, land reform, tax reform, labor-code modernization, etc. 

To complement the monthly "Tema" the packet sent to each labor PAC will 
also contain materials for a "Monthly Political Exercise", keyed to the 
month's discussion topic. For example, in the month during which the party 
law regarding municipal party committees is discussed, the committee members 
would study the local committees of the parties in their town - who is on each 
committee, how did they get elected, who is the client of which party faction, 
what are the professions of each committee member, who are progressives and 
who are conservatives?, etc. 

In another month the "Tema" could be some aspect of voter education -
vote-selling, for example, with information as to which districts suffer most 
from the problem, and the "Ejercicio"for the month could be practice teaching 
sessions, with each committee member taking a turn at explaining the evils of 
vote-selling to a group of "voters", with a critique by his committee peers. 

Through the initial training courses, followed up by continual monthly 
tertulias with discussion of the month's topic and working through the month's 
exercise, the labor PAC members will obtain and expand the "formaci6n 
politica" necessary to make them effective in their PAC's activities in the 
fields of voter education, legislative action, and gaining influence in party 
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organizations. Over a period of years, this kind of democratic leadership 
training should build up labor as a political institution capable of assuring 
that Honduras' new democracy begins to pay off for the average worker and 
peasant, thus strengthening the loyalty of the popular classes to the 
democratic system. 

Staffing and Budget 

The labor PAC program must of course be done by the Honduran trade 
unionists themselves, primarily on a volunteer basis. However, the U.S. 
foreign assistance program can play a useful role by supporting a small staff 
to service the PACS. (An analogy can be made to the Boy Scouts in the U.S. -
the troops are run by volunteer parents, but a small, paid professional staff 
exists in each U.S. state to recruit, train, and service the volunteer 
leaders. In a poor country like Honduras, foreign aid can make a real 
contribution by providing that paid staff.) 

One full-time Course Coordinator will be required to plan, and organize 
the courses: helping unions select participants, finding and employing 
qualified instructors, arranging for a classroom, etc. With one full-time 
week-long course per month, plus five evening or weekend courses per month, 
the course coordinator will be kept more than busy. 

The Course Coordinator will also be designated the over-all director of 
the program, with authority to set its basic policies. The program will also 
need an office, a secretary and a messenger. 

Six more full-time persons will be needed to coordinate the labor PACs -
helping unionists in a town to organize new PACs, assuring that the PACs 
receive the names of graduates of the training courses and move to recruit 
them, preparing the "Tema Politico del Mes " and the "Ejercicio Politico del 
Mes" and getting them mailed out to the PACs, advising local PACs on 
techniques of legislative action, noting the success of local PAC members in 
getting elected to municipal committees of the various political parties, 
etc .. One of the six labor-PAC staffers will be designated as the national PAC 
Coordinator who will direct the work of the five regional full-time 
coordinators, each based in one of the five cities mentioned above. 

Instructors in the training courses should be paid for their teaching, 
because qualified instructors are few, and they will be called on so 
frequently that the demands on their time will be far in excess of what they 
might reasonably be expected to volunteer as a civic contribution. In the 
evening and weekend courses, each instructor will be expected to cover only 
one of the five topics; consequently, it would be feasible to use qualified 
activists ("promotores") of CTH-affiliated trade unions as instructors in 
these courses. 
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STRENGTHENING THE ROLE OF DEMOCRATIC LABOR 
IN THE HONDURAN POLITICAL SYSTEM 

ANNUAL BUDGET 

SALARIES 

1 Project Director/Course Coordinator 
$1,475/month x 12 months 

1 PAC Coordinator 
$865/month x 12 months 

5 Regional Coordinators 
$300/month x 12 months x 5 

1 Secretary 
$250/month x 12 months 

1 Messenger 
$200/month x 12 months 

STAFF BENEFITS 
15% X $51,480 

STAFF TRAVEL AND PER DIEM 
$30/day x 10 days/month x 3 persons x 12 months 

RENT AND UTILITIES 
$300/month x 12 months 

SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT 
$250/month x 12 months 

COMMUNICATIONS AND POSTAGE 
$200/month x 12 months 

INSTRUCTORS' FEES 
One-week courses 

$20/day/instructor x 2 instructors/course x 
6 days/course x 12 courses/year 

Evening/Weekend Courses 

$17 , 700 

10,380 

18,000 

3,000 

2.400 

2,880 

$120/month/instructor (part-time CTH Activist) x 
6 instructors x 12 months 8.640 

INSTRUCTORS' TRAVEL AND PER DIEM 
$20/day/instructor x 2 instructors/course x 
6 days/course x 12 courses/year 

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, DIPLOMAS, ETC. 
$7.50/participant x 1440 participants 

VISITING INSTRUCTORS 
Travel 

4 round trips (USA-Honduras-USA) x $540/trip 
Honoraria 

$200 per day x 7 days/trip x 4 trips 
Per Diem 

$65/day x 7 days/trip x 4 trips 

PARTICIPANTS' INCIDENTAL EXPENSES (travel, meals, etc.) 
240 participants x $36/participant 

1,200 participants x $18/participant 

TOTAL FOR EACH YEAR: 

GRAND TOTAL FOR THREE YEARS: 
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2,160 

5,600 

1.820 

8,640 
21.600 

51,480 

7' 722 

10,800 

3,600 

3,000 

2,400 

11' 520 

2,880 

10,800 

9,580 

30.240 

144.022 

$432.066 



ATTACHMENT 

THE: WHITE: HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 17, 1985 

Dear Lane: 

A m&jor goal of President Reagan has been to encourage the 
development of democratic institutions in all of Latin America, 
including Central America. As you know, four of the five Central 
American countrieL are now democratic or in a defined process of 
transition to democracy (the regrettable exception is Nicaragua). 
Honduras made a peaceful transition in 1980-81 and, this fall, is 
scheduled to hold elections for the presidency. The recent 
peaceful resolution of the institutional differences between 
Congress and the President in Honduras will contribute 
importantly to the prospect that those elections will be 
genuinely democratic and peacef~. 

Among the institutions which worked hard to resolve this dispute 
were the democratic labor unions of Honduras. I know that the 
American Institute fo.r Free ·· Labor Development has contributed to 
the strengthening of democ~tic labor organizations in Honduras 
for more than 20 years. 

I want to express appreciation for all that you and your 
colleagues in the free labor movement have done over many years 
on behalf of democracy in Central America and throughout Latin 
America. 

With all good wishes, 

Mr. Lane Kirkland, President 
American Federation of Labor 

and Congress of Industrial Organizations 
815 16th Street, N. w. 
Washington, D. c. 20006 


